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WELCOME TO YOUR 
ARTFUL EXIT SPECIAL

Disclaimer

ON THE COVER
The shipyard and town said 
goodbye in style to Artful as she 
sailed to become the Royal 
Navy’s newest and most 
advanced nuclear powered 
submarine. The two day exit 
operation was watched by 
hundreds of people.
Sea trials also began in style, 
achieving a first for the Astute 
class. Just two days into her 
voyage to her new home of            
HM Naval Base, Faslane, Artful 
successfully completed her 
first dive, and also completed 
a number of at-depth trials.
Commanding Officer, 
Commander Scott Bower, added: 
“I am encouraged by today’s 
performance, and our ability to 
complete the trials and test 
forms on time. All should be 
rightly proud of their part in this 
historic event for Artful.”
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Pride and 
emotion

Among the firsts notched up for Artful was 
provision of a dedicated viewing area for our 
employees to watch the boat they helped to build 
threading its way through the dock system. Exit 
usually takes place over a weekend but, with the 
best tide for Artful’s departure occurring during 
the week, it presented a great opportunity.

An area on Buccleuch Dockside was taped 
off to accommodate 600 spectators, and 
representatives from across the business were 
nominated by their senior managers to see the 
submarine pass under Michaelson Bridge and 
though Buccleuch Dock.

New Assembly Shop pipe fitters Joshua 
McBain and Joe Crarey, currently working on 
the sixth boat, Agamemnon, both enjoyed the 
spectacle. Joshua said: “I saw Ambush leave as 
well. It’s good to think we will be seeing the boat 

we have been working on going out.” 
Senior Devonshire Dock Hall Project Manager 

Katie Dewhurst joined the business four months 
ago from our sister BAE Systems business MAI. 
She said: “It looked a bit tight getting through the 
bridge! It has been amazing to watch.”

Operations Co-ordinator, Leanne Corbett-
Jones, said: “I worked on Artful for the last 18 
months as co-ordinator. I am responsible for 
tallies; everything on the boat needs a label and 
it’s my job to provide the tallies and hand them 
out to the teams on the boat.

“There is definitely a bit of pride to see it go 
-  a bit of emotion too.”

Gail Martin, Director’s Personal Assistant, 
said: “I’ve not seen one before - it was really       
good and makes you realise what a great place  
we work in.” 

BELOW: TIGHT SQUEEZE AS ARTFUL IS GUIDED THROUGH 
MICHAELSON BRIDGE

IT WAS A RARE SUNNY DAY AND THE EXIT WENT EXACTLY AS PLANNED, SO THANK YOU AND 
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL INVOLVED. ANOTHER FANTASTIC SUBMARINE ON HER WAY TO JOIN THE 
ROYAL NAVY, ALONGSIDE HER SISTERS HMS ASTUTE AND HMS AMBUSH. WE SHOULD ALL FEEL 
PROUD OF THAT.  ARTFUL HAS ALREADY COMPLETED HER INITIAL DIVE AND IS ON WITH SEA TRIALS. 
TONY JOHNS, MANAGING DIRECTOR SUBMARINES

Watch the video…

Scan me at home to see         
Artful hit the waves.
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BELOW: BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF DEVONSHIRE DOCK, PRIDE AND EMOTION ON 
BUCCLUECH DOCK; PRODUCTION SERVICES TAKE THE STRAIN; APPROACHING 
RAMSDEN DOCK

Guy for the job Threading a 7,000-tonne nuclear 
submarine through a narrow dock 
system is not a job for the faint-
hearted, especially as the journey 
starts with its tightest section 
– heading between the pillars of 
Barrow’s Michaelson Road Bridge.

The tense operation is a combined 
effort by a committed team of 
people, supported and guided by the 
Associated British Ports Harbour 
Master; for Artful that was former 
cruise ship captain, Guy Lockwood.

Guy says: “Like any big task, you 
do a bit at a time, it’s a joint effort and 
everyone has to play their part.  

 “There’s the bridge and that’s the 
narrowest part. The gap is small, we 
have to have tugs positioned either 
side.

“We then have to turn starboard 
going from Buccleuch Dock to 

Ramsden Dock, that’s about 90 
degrees. Then we go through the locks 
into Ramsden Dock Basin.

“It’s still a big challenge after that; 
there are still hazards to deal with. 
You’ve got a big turn when you exit so 
you’ve gone from an area where there’s 
no current to an area where there can 
be quite a lot of current in the channel. 
Someone has to orchestrate that.”

The exit of Artful is the second 
time Guy has been involved with a 
submarine’s departure from Barrow. 
He also assisted the successful exit of 
Astute Boat 2, Ambush.

The Barrow Harbour Master cut 
his teeth working for Shell tankers and 
has spent a lot of his career working 
on ferries. Before coming to Barrow, 
Guy spent four years as a cruise ship 
captain, mainly in South America and 
the Mediterranean.

ABOVE: GUY PLANS ARTFUL’S TRANSIT THROUGH THE DOCKS
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PAVING THE WAY
Over a two week period the Production Services team transported all of the equipment 
required to support the Artful Exit, including gangways, ropes, 18 lead-in bogies, more than 
30 fenders, shore supplies, standby diesel generator and bilge tanks.
Preparation work under Michaelson Road Bridge and Ramsden Dock Lock included lifting 
more than 100 trench cover plates, cleaning the trenches (carried out by Leck), installing 
18 lead-in bogies, installing a temporary rail in way of gate number 4 and testing the lead-in 
bogie operation.
Various documents (including operating instructions and risk assessments) were reviewed, 
updated, authorised and briefed.
All of the personnel involved in the movement (including Production Services, tug crews and 
key Ship’s Staff) were briefed on how the exit was to be carried out and what was expected 
of each person involved.

DAY 1
Team in position at 08:30.
Michaelson Road Bridge lifted to give a clear transit at 09:30.
Artful leaves Wet Dock Quay at 09:50 (ahead of schedule) and is manoeuvred by tugs 
(Furness Abbey, Tioga B, Avanti C and BAE Systems Tugs 9 and 10) out of Wet Dock and 
towards Michaelson Bridge.
Artful enters Michaelson Passage at 10:30 and, using ropes and bogies, is safely transited 
through in 20 minutes.
The transit through Buccleuch Dock takes 60 minutes, and Artful is escorted by four Serco 
tugs towards Ramsden Dock Lock.
Artful enters Ramsden Dock Lock at 12:00 and, using ropes and bogies, is safely transited 
through in 45 minutes.
On leaving Ramsden Dock Lock, the four Serco tugs tie alongside Artful and guide her to the 
overnight berth in Ramsden Dock at 13:30.
Overnight Artful is trimmed and prepared for leaving Barrow.
 

DAY 2
At 10:40 the remaining sliding fenders are installed to support the tugs as they pass through 
Number 1 gate, and divers check that the gate is open and secure.
At 10:50 (ahead of schedule) Artful, supported by the four Serco tugs, leaves Ramsden 
Dock, passing through Number 1 gate and into Walney Channel.
Under her own power, Artful then transits Walney Channel, passes Roa Island, Piel Island 
and out into open water.

BELOW: ANOTHER TIGHT SQUEEZE AS ARTFUL 
ARRIVES AT RAMSDEN DOCK ENTRANCE TO                  
PREPARE FOR HER OVERNIGHT STAY

CLICK HERE FOR MORE ABOUT ARTFUL’S EXIT.

http://ws-intranet.ent.baesystems.com/sites/subs/Pages/Boat-3-Exit.aspx
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Exit Day 2 proved a real red letter day for four 
of our employees, selected both to represent 
the teams most closely associated with Artful 
and for their dedicated contribution. They 
were invited to join VIP visitors on a wildcat 
motor launch to get a close-up view of Artful 
sailing out from Ramsden Dock through 
Walney Channel.
 Senior Project Engineer Victoria Jones was 
thrilled at being chosen. She said: “I have 
been part of the Artful project team from 
naming through to exit and I’m overwhelmed.
 “She is the first boat I have ever worked 
on and there is an element of attachment 
because you have worked so hard on her. I am 
so proud to be part of it - I cried quite a lot 
when I was chosen!”
 Electrical Charge Hand James Mackie 
has worked for nearly six years on Artful, 
joining the boat as a second year apprentice. 
Although he was bit nervous about going on 
board the motor launch he said: “It’s good to 
see Artful under her own power and thinking 
‘I’ve contributed to that’.”
 James admitted that on exit Day 1 “It 
did seem strange - we sat in the office and 
thought ‘what do we do now’!”. For James, 
who played a key role in the retrofit of the 
Common Combat System (CCS) on Boat 3, 
the short term answer is joining the combat 

systems team on loan to deploy the CCS 
learning he has gained. 
 Electrical engineer Paul Gilchrist was 
one of the few engineers left on the Astute 
programme as colleagues migrated to 
Successor. He said: “We design electrical 
systems, working on jobs such as diving 
control systems, buoyancy control systems, 
and monitoring systems on board the 
boat, as issues emerge during test and 
commissioning.”
 He described the VIP launch trip as: 
“A fantastic, one-off, memorable event. 
One of those you get to tell the 
grandchildren about. It’s always good to 
see the boat out on the water in her element, 
without all the scaffolding round her. 
I have worked on all three and that is the 
closest view I’ve had of the boat leaving. 
It was a fantastic day – and how Tony 
Johns (Managing Director) managed to 
organise such great weather I don’t know!”
 Emma Preece, in the last year of 
her apprenticeship as a Dockside Test 
Organisation electrician in the ship’s 
test section, has been helping to test and

commission systems on board Artful for 
about

two years. She and Paul worked together on 
resolving issues to clear the path to exit.
 She said: “This is the first submarine I 
have seen leave Barrow, so to follow Artful 
on the boat was a very enjoyable experience 
that I know will probably be a once in a 
lifetime. 
 To see her sail on her own for the first time 
was a very proud moment for me, as I know 
I have contributed to commissioning her and 
fixing issues along the way.
 “The whole trip ran very smoothly and 
was well organised. It was also great to meet 
the Admiral (Rear Admiral Mike Wareham, 
Director Submarines) and BAE Systems 
directors. I feel very lucky to have been part 
of this experience.”
 Also on board were Nigel Whitehead 
(Group Managing Director Programmes 
and Support), Tony Johns, Stuart Godden 
(Astute Project Director), Dennis Gilbert 
(Babcock Managing Director), Aaron Iddon 
(former Artful, now Audacious, 
Boat Manager), and Alistair Snelgrove 
and Andrew Webster from the MOD Artful 
project team.

VIP red 
letter day 
for Artful 
quartet

ABOVE: WAVING GOODBYE AS ARTFUL HEADS OUT TO SEA

BELOW: READY TO SHED HER ESCORTS AND (BOTTOM) UNDER HER OWN POWER
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Pride of a true Barrow shipbuilder

Not a day has gone by over the past two-and-
a-half years without Kevin Critchley, Head of 
Project for the third Astute class submarine, 
contemplating the build and commissioning 
progress of the newest 7,000-tonne attack 
submarine Artful, and how to improve it. 

But on exit day the hard-nosed 
pragmatism gave way to the passion and pride 
of a Barrow man watching the end result of 
his, and the town’s, labours. “There’s plenty  
of emotion, it’s one of the most amazing 
things I know,” says Kevin. 

“There’s a lot of pride from the whole 
business when she sets sail for sea trials. We 
peaked at 1,000 people working on Boat 3, so 
I hope everyone felt that surge of pride.”

Before his involvement with Artful Kevin 
was Head of Project for Boat 2, Ambush, and 
was on board when she went out for sea trials 
in 2012. Even earlier, in 1999, he was involved 

with sea trials aboard the final Vanguard class 
submarine, Vengeance, as Project Manager.

He says: “I’ve been lucky enough to sail 
on Boat 2 and I was on the bridge fin of 
Vengeance. I wish everyone who works on 
submarines at Barrow could experience that 
feeling.

“The realisation of what you’ve been 
involved in building is immense. Being 
involved in sea trials shows we have faith in 
what we’ve done.”

That journey out of Ramsden Dock and 
into the Irish Sea via Walney Channel can be 
a very public farewell from a town that has 
known and nurtured a submarine since it was 
flat steel in our Assembly Shop.

Kevin had a special vantage point for 
Ambush - in the submarine’s control room 
looking at images from the Astute class boat’s 
ground-breaking digital periscope.

He said: “It was a unique perspective and a 
privilege. Watching the monitors I was able to 
spot my family in the crowds. Just the feeling 
that we’ve had a hand in building something 
like this is tremendous’.”

In Kevin’s case it really is ‘we’. His wife 
Pam worked at BAE Systems; that’s where  
the couple met. Also employed at the shipyard 
are his son Matthew, daughter Samantha           
and step-daughters Hannah and Brontë.

“It’s definitely part of us, building 
submarines,” he says. “I’ve grown up with it. 
I was born on Barrow Island, moved to 
Baycliff when I was 13, then I moved back to 
Barrow when I got married. I’m proud of this 
area and I’m proud of what we achieve here.

“I joined the shipyard 39 years ago, as a 
trainee draughtsman, and it’s really pleasing 
that building submarines is securing a future 
for people now growing up in Barrow.”

LEFT: PROUD OF THIS AREA, 
AND WHAT WE ACHIEVE - KEVIN 
CRITCHLEY

ABOVE: ON THE CASING - THE CASING PARTY AT EASE DURING THE RAMSDEN DOCK TRANSIT, AS THE CASING SENTRY KEEPS WATCH (RIGHT)
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FAREWELL
ARTFUL


